
When three social outcasts are sentenced to an  
Internet rehab center for their online crimes, they band 
together against their nastiest troll yet: their therapist. 

FORMAT AND TARGET AUDIENCE .............................................................................................

OFF THE GRID is a single camera sitcom intended for a broad audience, particularly Millennials 
who have become heavily reliant on their technological devices and social websites.

SETTING ........................................................................................................................................... 

Internet Anonymous, where the show occurs except for flashbacks, is located in a remote 
compound in Big Bear, California.

PREMISE and THEME .....................................................................................................................

Are people in a modern society different than their online personas? Does a dessert really 
exist if no one is able to post it? The series will tackle the very current and new dichotomy of: 
is it really living life if you are always stopping to post online about it?

Subsequently, the entire organization of Internet Anonymous (IA) will be revealed to be a scam 
perpetrated by Terrence’s brother, the judge who sentenced Sara, Pete, and Brynn, as a way 
to earn money through kickbacks by forcing people to attend IA as opposed to serving jail 
time. IA is representative of the current injustices in the court system where judges receive 
money for sending children to prison, and the absurdity of court mandated drug and narcotic 
rehabilitation centers considering those organizations have a success rate of, at best, 33%. 
[AA, self-study, 2007]



CHARACTERS ..................................................................................................................................

SARA (Krista Amigone), 30’s, is a strong willed fan-fiction writer. Lonely and angry, her only 
friend is the story she didn’t create but still believes belongs to her. 

BRYNN (Aubrey Mozino), late 20’s, is an obsessive online gamer who has blurred the lines 
between reality and fiction.  For Brynn, there’s no play in cosplay.

PETE (Jeff Bower), 30’s, is a clean cut self-involved, social media “over-sharer”. Pete has no 
filter, aside from the Snapchat filter he put on this morning’s toast. 

TERRENCE (Thom Rivera), 50’s, is the self-proclaimed guru and leader of Internet Anonymous. 
The only thing about him that he wishes remained anonymous was that video that went viral.

SUPPORTING CHARACTERS ........................................................................................................

VALERIE (Victoria Ippolito), 20’s, is a perky sorority girl who dreams of her perfect wedding 
to the perfect man. The only thing she’s perfected is getting banned from every dating site. 

LESLEE (Jeanette O’Connor), 50’s, loves her family. Unfortunately, she loved using their credit 
card information a little more and now she’s exchanged retail therapy for actual therapy. 

WALLACE (Sean Michael Boozer), 40’s, is an Internet scam artist. His get rich emails have 
frequently filled up your Spam folder. He might actually be that Nigerian prince. 

CHAZZ (Jack Zullo), 30’s, is a social outcast who is now in IA because his mother wants to redo 
the basement he’s been living in his whole life. He no longer has a keyboard to hide behind 
so his trolling is now analog (ie pen and paper). Why talk to people if it gets in the way of 
commenting about them? 



OFF THE GRID is the first pilot from the world’s first community-funded production company, 
We Make Movies (wemakemovies.org). Developed, written, cast, directed, produced and 
almost entirely crewed from within the We Make Movies community, OFF THE GRID is a truly 
unique project created from an equally unique collective.

As developing projects is at the heart of We Make Movies’ wheelhouse, even though the 
budget was a fraction of what is normally demanded by typical Hollywood productions, 
the team was able to take its time and fine-tune the script and the performances. The 
result is the hilarious story of three mostly harmless internet criminals sentenced to 90 days 
in an internet rehab facility in the woods, where there’s no internet and even less rehab. 
The leads, support cast of off-the-wall characters and ridiculous situations in which they 
find themselves may remind you of “The Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt”, “Community” and 
“Arrested Development”. 

We Make Movies began in 2009 with a handful of people getting together in one another’s 
apartments to read each other’s scripts, and seven years later that handful has turned into 
a mailing list of over 4,000. Today they provide free workshops in Los Angeles and Toronto, 
a weekly newsletter, online production & networking tools, regular screenings, a “rolling 
production fund” for community projects and so much more. In 2016, they’re developing 
a robust online tool to allow filmmakers all around the world to collaborate seamlessly on 
group film projects. Once that’s out, the two dozen short films and handful of features and 
pilots that the We Make Movies community completes each year on average is bound to 
grow exponentially. 



TWITTER FEED ................................................................................................................................

 1 Off The Grid was shot in just 3 days on location in Big Bear, CA.

 1 @WeMakeMovies and its members live tweet ALL of their workshops and events using the hashtag 
#WeMakeMovies. They liken it to a digital way of passing notes in class. Feel free to play along tonight! 

 1 All 28 cast and crew members, ate, worked and bunked together at the “Internet Anonymous” house 
during the shoot. 

 1 Ask how director/editor Sam Mestman flipped his car 3 times while going 65 mph and walked away with 
Blackjack. 

 1 Actor Jeanette O’Connor (Leslee) is FBI - Full Blooded Italian!

 1 There were 11 drafts of the pilot before the final shooting copy.

 1 Producer Chad Kukahiko has been both vanquished by “The Charmed Ones” AND blown up by Space 
Ghost, who mistook him for the Ghost’s evil brother “Chad”.

 1 Actor/producer Aubrey Mozino (Brynn) has eaten the hottest, black market pepper in the world. It’s viewable 
on YouTube. 

 1 They’ve produced over 90 episodes of their filmmaker interview series, “How We Make Movies.”

 1 Actor Jack Zullo (Chazz) tours world parties, having attended Mardi Gras (2x), Running Of The Bulls, Full 
Moon Party in Thailand, NYE in NYC, St. Patrick’s Day (CHI, NYC), and Burning Man (3x). 

 1 Over the past 4 years, We Make Movies has consumed more than 2700 bottles of wine at their free weekly 
Wednesday night workshops. #SecretSauce

 1 DP Denton Kukahiko completed the Moloka’i Channel race 3 times. A 42 plus mile ocean race between 
Moloka’i and Oahu.

 1 Valerie’s “dream guy” who is plastered all over her bedroom is actor/model Carter James the 
“NILLIHCMASTER.” He won Jimmy Kimmel’s reality talent contest, “DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?” 
(YouTube it!) 

 1 Writer and actor Jeff Bower (Pete) was “asked” for his wallet and punched in the face when he didn’t hand it 
over in his first month of living in LA. Jeff jumped into the middle of Franklin Ave and ran away on the solid 
yellow line. One mugger yelled after him, “Hey, get back here.”

 1 Actor Sean Michael Boozer’s (Wallace) pastime is developing and inspiring young minds and has a 
Certificate from the State of CA Commission on Teaching Credentialing saying so, making it all above 
board and legal-like.

 1 The character of “Leslee” is an homage to WMM member and actor, Leslie Simms who was slated to also 
be in the pilot but had to bow out due to knee surgery. 

 1 Aubrino’s costume was custom made from scratch by jack-of-all-trades assistant art director, Alex Wilt.

 1 Producers Kendall Kanoa Hawley and Chad Kukahiko just returned from travelling around the entire United 
States by train during which Chad asked Kendall to marry him after an elaborate hula flash mob in Seattle, 
and they celebrated by stuffing themselves with deep dish pizza in Chicago and beignets in the Big Easy.

 1 OTG’s brilliant costume designer, Minnie Garcia pulled double duty on set by also mastering We Make 
Movies’ innovative script continuity workflow with no prior experience! 

 1 Production designer extraordinaire, Brynna Yentz can be seen as a pinup gal in Terrence, Wallace and 
Pete’s bedroom. 

 1 The entire project was edited on FCPX using a new, innovative shared storage system designed especially 

for editors: the Sharestation by Lumaforge. 



CAST/CREW ONLINE PROFILES ...................................................................................................

Jeff Bower (Co-Writer/Pete):
Jeff Bower earned a Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics from SUNY Binghamton 
and a MFA in acting from Florida Atlantic University, which instantly makes him 
the strangest person in the room. Since arriving in Los Angeles, he has graduated 

from the UCB & iO West improv programs, placed in several pilot competitions (Tracking 
Board, PAGE, ScreenCraft), and been underwhelmed by the LA subway system. You can find 
out more by visiting www.castjeffbower.com or contacting his Literary reps Paul Weitzman 
and Manal Hammad at Abrams Artist Agency. 

Krista Amigone (Sara): 
Krista Amigone is an actress, writer, long-form improviser, wifey, and kick-ass mom. 
She’s an Esper grad so don’t fuck with her. More recent credits and footage of her 
work can be found at www.imdb.me/KristaAmigone / krista.amigone@gmail.com

Aubrey Mozino (Exec. Producer/Brynn):
Aubrey’s intense love of haunted houses and skulls prepped her for the mean 
streets of NYC where she studied at NYU and the William Esper Studio. She’s 
worked on feature films like, ‘WHAT GOES UP’ and ‘TRIPLE DOG’ and also 

enjoyed doing “improv on steroids” on ABC’s show, ‘WHAT WOULD YOU DO?’ Now based 
in LA loves making movies with her peeps at We Make Movies and loves to give restaurant 
recommendations. Just don’t call her the F-word….foodie. Ugh. aubrey@wemakemovies.org 
/ www.AubreyMozino.com 

Victoria Ippolito (Valerie):
Bay Area native from San Jose, CA. A graduate of The University Southern California. 
She may be small but she is mighty. http://resumes.actorsaccess.com/victoriaippolito 
Twitter: @vicippolito / vicippolito@gmail.com

Jack Zullo (Chazz):
Jack Zullo is an actor from New York who specializes in thought provoking 
comedy and chicken wings. Follow him on twitter, @jackzullo, for sauce recipes 
and giggle farts.

Jeanette O’Connor (Leslee): 
Jeanette keeps busy in TV, FILM, and Theatre - recently seen in ‘RAY DONOVAN’ 
and ‘DICE’ on Showtime. She also just did a fun role in ‘TEACHERS’ for TVLand. 
Jeanette is also the producer of an intense award winning short, ‘INFINITY’ which 

is now on Vimeo about the real life horror of PTSD. -- Luber/Roklin Ent Danielle Lenniger 310-
855-2218 / http://resumes.actorsaccess.com/jeanetteoconnor

Thom Rivera (Terrence):
Thom recently moved back to California after 13 years in New York. He has 
worked in theatres all over the country and is eternally grateful to We Make 



Movies for taking him in and making him part of their crazy, weird, beautiful family. You can 
see more of his TV/Film work at www.thomrivera.com or http://www.imdb.me/thomrivera. For 
more info contact Aldamisa Entertainment - sgutierrez@aldamisa.com / The Ward Agency - 
thewardagency@sbcglobal.net. 

Sean Michael Boozer (Wallace):
Sean Michael Boozer would like you to know the difficultly in summing up oneself 
in two sentences (and is now sorry he wasted so much of it telling you so) also, 
he has strong background in improv, currently in iOWest’s MainStage Greene 

Boozer Elixir. TV appearances include the AppleTV pilot, DR DRE’S VITAL SIGNS, TEACHERS, 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, THE SHEILD, THANK GOD YOU’RE HERE, and a slew of other less 
impressive Independent films and commercials. Stage has garnered Improviser of the Year, 
Drama Critics Circle Award and Fringe Show honors. — www.SeanMichaelBoozer.com / 
d.moss agency 818-752-1234

Laura Mannino (Co-Writer): 
Laura is an comedian and writer based in LA. She’s performed stand-up, sketch, and improv 
at various clubs, theaters, bars, cafes, stores, hostels, yoga studios, former strip clubs, and 
current dungeons all over New York City and Los Angeles.

She’s written for Ora.tv, HLNtv.com, CollegeCandy.com, and contributed to the collection 
“Women’s Comedic Monologues That Are Actually Funny” published by Hal Leonard Applause 
Books. Her half-hour pilot, “Bomb” is currently a 2016 PAGE Awards Quarter-Finalist. She lives 
in Highland Park with her husband, one and half year old son, and a wine fridge. lauramannino@
gmail.com / www.lauramannino.com

Sam Mestman (Director/Editor/Colorist): 
Sam is the Founder/CEO of We Make Movies (www.wemakemovies.org), where he has directed 
dozens of shorts, sketches, and web series. He directed the 2007 documentary The Gloves, 
and was the Producer and editor of the 2009 Independent feature How I Got Lost.  

As a professional editor and colorist, he has worked for Apple, ESPN, Glee, and Break Media 
(to name a few). He is one of the world’s leading experts on FCPX workflow and is the architect 
behind some of the largest FCPX integrations in the world, including Focus, the first studio 
feature to be edited with Final Cut Pro X. He is also the CEO of Lumaforge (www.lumaforge.
com), maker of the SHARESTATION, a shared storage platform optimized for media and 
entertainment. sam@wemakemovies.org 

Chad Kukahiko (Producer): 
Chad Kukahiko is a Hawaiian producer, director and writer with a long history as a performer. 
He’s traveled the world with STOMP, acted alongside fellow BU alum Faye Dunaway and won 
awards for his one-man show “Leprechauns & Lies”, but is far more fulfilled making movies 
with the great people at We Make Movies. chad@wemakemovies.org 

Kendall Kanoa Hawley (Producer/Sound Design):



Kendall is a line producer and production manager working in film, television, and new media. 
Her dozens of credits form an eclectic list and include multiple projects for the Jim Henson 
Company, the Fusion Network comedy show No,You Shut Up, music videos and sketches 
for Youtube stars Rhett and Link, and commercials directed by Errol Morris. 602-740-5066 / 
kuliaikanuu@gmail.com 

Denton Kukahiko (Director of Photography):
As a cinematographer Denton strives to use composition and visual metaphor to affect 
the subconscious of the audience. His work ethic and love of the process has earned him a 
reputation of getting the job done while keeping the crew happy and productive. An easy task 
on the OTG set. denny.kukahiko@gmail.com

Brielle McKenna (Hair/Makeup):
is a professional makeup artist and licensed esthetician based in Los Angeles, California. She 
has an eye for detail and a passion to create believable looks on screen, all while maintaining 
an exceptional team spirit. Her decade worth of work has included Grammy, Tony, Golden 
Globe, and Emmy winning talent. Whether she is working on male grooming for a commercial, 
a zombie for a film, or a beauty look for a TV show, you can count on her to expertly produce 
the look you envisioned. Please visit www.briellemckenna.com to view her recent work and 
resume. (805) 758-3424 / brielle@briellemckenna.com

Minnie Garcia (Wardrobe/Scripty):
Mimosa Garcia, also known as Minnie studied Fashion and Costume Design at Woodbury 
University. Not only is she detail oriented when it comes to character development, she has 
the ability to work well in a past faced environment and can quickly adapt to the craziness 
that is production. Her skill set in the world of design is an asset to any project. For more 
information please visit minniegarcia.com. 

Brynna Yentz (Production Designer): 
Brynna is a production designer from Atlanta, GA. She has worked on a number of award-
winning films with talented artists and up-and-coming leaders in the film industry. For her 
work in production design, Brynna was invited to help build out a Production Design degree 
track at Relativity Media Film School. She was also asked to serve as a mentor for the Outset 
Young Filmmakers Project for at-risk LGBTQ youth in Los Angeles. brynna.yentz@gmail.com

Alex Wilt (Assistant Art Department):
Alex Wilt, resides in Los Angeles. Alex found a way to make all those odd skills useful. She’s 
happy to have been a part of this production whilst enjoying fresh mountain air and lovely 
crew shenanigans. alexwiltart@gmail.com


